Th350 transmission specs

In this article, you will find everything you have to know about the r4 transmission. We will
begin with the specifications of this transmission. So what is exactly a r4 transmission? The r4
Transmission came in the year The r4 and the R4 transmission replaced the TH transmission in
that year. The TH was a 3 geared transmission without the last overdrive gear. The r4 was a big
upgrade with an additional gear Overdrive , the 1st and 2nd gear became longer, and the
transmission case itself became a bit longer. To mention all cars, this transmission was fitted
in; the list would be very long. A lot of people like the r4 because of its excellent durability. It is
also effortless to find replacement parts for this transmission. The r4 transmission was not
electronically controlled yet; it was hydraulic pressure controlled with a TV cable, which acted
as a throttle position sensor to control the gear shifting. The transmission then became
electronically controlled instead of the TV cable, with some other changes that I will go through
further down in the article. The transmission was made between It had a case length of The
recommended transmission fluid is Dextron VI, with a capacity of 11 Quarts. The transmission
case had 16 bolts and a transfer case of aluminum. A lot of you reported that you wondered
what the differences are between a k-case and the typical case for the r4 transmission. Most of
the GM automatic transmission looks almost identical and is difficult to identify for an untrained
eye. However, there are some ways to determine if you have a r, r4, TH, or a 4L60 transmission.
The easiest way to identify if you have a r4 is to raise your car and check the bolts around the
transfer case. The r4 and the 4L60 transmission uses a bolt pattern of 16 bolts, so if the
transmission looks like one of the pictures above and you can see 16 bolts, you most likely
have a r4 or a 4L60 transmission. So how can you know which one of these you have? Well, the
r4 uses a TV cable as the speedometer, and the 4L60 is an electronically controlled
transmission, so if you see wires coming to the transmission on the rear of the transmission on
the passenger side, you have a 4L The safest way of checking your transmission is to look at
the identification tag on the transmission. You will find it on the rear side of the transmission on
the passenger side. It can be pretty tough to see on older cars, so you may have to clean up
your transmission to find it. The 1st number is the year model of the transmission. For example,
if the number is 0, the transmission is from So you have to check the next letters too. The next 2
or 3 letters identify the model of the transmission. These numbers tell us the application, engine
size, wiring type, and solenoids. The last numbers and letters indicate the manufacturer date,
rebuild date, manufacturing place, and serial number. This is everything you should need to
identify your transmission correctly. If you still have questions about it, you are welcome to
comment in the comment section at the bottom of your article and ask your questions. Even if
the r4 transmission is pretty durable and reliable, they do sometimes fail. We have to remember
that these transmissions are old and old things do fail sometimes. Here I will give some
common symptoms of the r4 transmission and add a short line underneath it to explain where
you should start looking. However, the first thing you should always do when your transmission
is slipping is to replace the transmission fluid and flush it. So the first thing I would recommend
is to check the transmission fluid level. Let the transmission fluid become hot and let your car
idle at position park while checking the dipstick. If the fluid level is low, try to fill it up to see if it
solves the problem. However, if the transmission fluid seems good and the converter is
slipping, I still recommend that you replace the fluid and do a transmission flush. There could
be a problem with the converter itself, which may need a replacement. If your car revs up, but it
will barely move, you should start by checking the transmission fluid, as discussed before.
Check the level and the color of the transmission fluid. I have included a movie to simplify the
procedure of the TV cable adjustment. You should also make sure that the switch on the brake
panel is working properly. If your speedometer is not working, there are two different variants
you have to know about before starting the troubleshooting. There are both mechanical and
electronic controlled speedometers on the r4 transmissions. First, you have to check if you
have a mechanical or electronic speedometer. If you raise the car and take a look at the area
around the rear of the transmission, if the cable coming out of it is pretty thick with a big circle
that screws into it, you have a mechanical speedometer. If you find a speedometer sensor, you
have an electronic speedometer. If you have a mechanical speedometer â€” Check if you can
see any problems with the speedometer wire, replace it if you can see any signs of wear or
other damage. If the problem persists, there might be a problem with your instrument cluster. If
you feel vibrations while you are accelerating your car, there is most likely a problem with the
driveshafts, prop shaft, or torque converter. If you feel vibrations all the time and not only on
acceleration, you may have unbalanced tires. If your transmission is not shifting correctly, you
might want to check the TV cable adjustment, as discussed before. There are some common
problems that you should always check first when you are troubleshooting your r4
transmission. There is a switch on the brake pedal, which you should check the function to
make sure it works correctly. There are two different variants: either a combined switch with the

brake switch and cruise control switch or several separate switches. Check the wirings
diagram, make sure the switch is working correctly, and get voltage to the switch. A worn-out
TV cable or a faulty adjustment is another common problem on the r4 transmission. If you can
see any signs of wear or damage on the TV cable, replace it! The r4 transmissions sometimes
leak, which can cause low transmission fluid levels , so you should always check to make sure
they are okay. Some transmission has gone many years without a transmission fluid change,
which can cause damage to the transmission. Check the fluid level and replace and flush the
transmission fluid if it looks dirty. Sometimes the torque converter can fail on the r4
transmission, unfortunately. These are often pretty expensive, and you need some skills to
replace these. If you have done everything above and the transmission is still slipping, you
might have to replace it. There are some videos on Youtube on how to replace the r4 converter.
If you have found a severe problem with your r4 transmission, you might want to replace the
whole transmission. However, if you are going to replace parts for your transmission, I always
recommend installing new components and never installing used parts if possible. Remember
that most of these transmissions are old and start to get worn out, and the price for new parts is
not very high. If you are looking for just any parts for your r4 transmission or looking for a
brand new transmission, I can recommend that you check it out on Amazon if you live in the
USA or Europe. There are many new parts there for this transmission, and most of them are
pretty high quality. Check the recent customer reviews of the part to get an idea of the quality of
the product. If you are looking for used transmissions, you can either find them online, or
because they are pretty standard, you can probably find them in any junkyard near you.
Remember to check the transmission closely before you make your purchase. Try to get as
much information as possible about it, like the mileage, how many transmission fluid
replacements were done, etc. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in
diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false
information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! So
you are looking for information and specifications of the r4 transmission? Contents show. How
To Identify a r4 Transmission? Transfer Case Gasket Bolt Pattern. Identification Tag. The
speedometer is not working properly. Vibrations on acceleration. Not shifting properly.
Common r4 transmission Problems 1. The switch at the brake pedal. Faulty Torque Converter.
Used Parts. Search This Site Search. Article may contain affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate
I earn from qualifying purchases. The Turbo transmission was a 3 speed automatic
transmission developed by General Motors. This was one of General Motors editions of the
Hydramatic transmission series. This transmission is known more commonly by the name TH ,
although it did receive another name change in the late 80s , adopting the name 3L This is a
durable and very well-known transmission, as it was in production for many years and applied
to a wide variety of vehicles, not only General Motors. This transmission eventually made its
way into many of the truck applications for General Motors. The transmission was not exclusive
to General Motors, as many luxury brands such as Jaguar , Ferrari , Rolls-Royce and many
others made use of this transmission. The TH was first introduced beginning in , as it began to
replace the Super Turbine transmission, which was a 2 speed automatic. The Turbo was placed
in many cars across GM as well as other car manufacturers during its long production life.
Overall the transmission remained in production an impressive 27 years before it was
eventually replaced by a 4 speed electronically controlled transmission, the 4L80E , in The TH
was very popular, particularly known for its strength. One of the attributes that is credited with
providing this strength is the cast iron center support. Although the overall sentiment is that
this is a very strong and durable transmission, some of the most common problems seen are
clutch wear and hydraulic fluid leaks. The Turbo is rated conservatively at peak torque of lb-ft.
That being said, this transmission is commonly used in hot rods and paired with engines
making far more torque, although these transmission also must commonly updated with some
aftermarket parts. This 3 speed transmission has its gear ratios defined as 2. The Turbo is
primarily constructed of cast aluminum, with the bell housing being integrated into the
transmission and also made of cast aluminum. Some areas are cast iron, such as the center
support for the transmission. The TH is This transmission does vary in the amount of fluid
required, based on certain specifications such as which torque converter is used. That being
said, a common fill volume is between quarts for a stock transmission. The TH, or Turbo ,
transmission was a 3 speed automatic that was first produced in This transmission became
well-known for its strength and was very popular, based on its life and the number of
applications in which it was installed. It was not only used in General Motors applications, but
was also used for many luxury cars. Overall this transmission was in production for 27 years,
and to this day is commonly used for many aftermarket applications. The TH is an automatic
shift, three-speed transmission. It is widely considered to be one of the greatest of automatic

transmissions ever built. The TH transmission was introduced in the model year as the
successor to the GM Powerglide automatic transmission. The Turbo quickly become known for
its strength, versatility and compactness. The HydraMatic transmission was prevalent in nearly
all GM, rear-wheel-drive cars and trucks through The Turbo is the shortest and one of the
strongest automatics that can be put into a Jeep. It features an integral bellhousing. The TH
weighs lbs. It has a distinctive oil pan that is chamfered at the passenger side, rear corner. At
the right rear of the case is the modulator. The THC was the lockup torque converter version
introduced in the late model year, and was produced through This later version had an
electronic lock-up converter to increase fuel-efficiency at cruising speeds. The THC lockup
version can be identified by an electrical plug on the left side of the transmission. The
two-wheel-drive TH works very well when converted for use with a Jeep transfer case. Image
courtesy of Raptor. The HydraMatic may vary in clutch pack and band specifications. As a
general rule, transmissions found behind larger engines will have stronger specs. These
transmission can be affordably rebuilt with stronger components in nearly every area.
Additionally, shift improver kits are available to provide firmer, quicker shifts, reducing
slippage, heat and clutch wear. There are also many styles of torque converter to better
configure the transmission for optimal use in the particular vehicle's circumstances. A turn-key
TH, professionally built, OEM style or adapted and delivered to your door - ready for a variety of
engines and Jeep transfer cases. Read more This transmission makes an excellent conversion
transmission due to its adaptability into most Jeeps. Both 2wd and 4wd versions of the can be
used equally well, and there are no inherent advantages to either one once you have installed
our adapter assembly. Dana 18 , Dana 20 , Dana , Essentially all factory GM 4wd applications
available with an OEM configured TH have adapters and transfer cases that are prohibitively
long for a Jeep, and transfer cases whose sizes, strength and gearing fall short of desirable for
most Jeep applications. Note the letter "C" cast into its front face adjacent to the pump bore.
These differences only affect the front bell of the case, and all TH cases are similar from that
point back. This kit can help make for a good Jeep powertrain. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the
Emissions Fuel Economy Conversions, Rules vs. Welcome Guest: Login or Register. Article
may contain affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. The Turbo
transmission was introduced beginning in This transmission was a 3 speed automatic
transmission developed jointly by Chevrolet and Buick. Although they were both under the
General Motors umbrella, at the time they acted as completely separate entities, whereas now
the developers at General Motors powertrain work only for GM, not Chevrolet or Buick. This
transmission replaced the GM Powerglide automatic transmission , which was a 2 speed
automatic transmission that was in production for 23 years. The Turbo , known by the name TH ,
was used in nearly all GM rear wheel drive car and truck applications during its tenure. The TH
was introduced in as a replacement to the Powerglide 2 speed automatic transmission. While
the phase-in began in , it was not complete until the when the Powerglide fully phased out. This
transmission was in production for about 15 years, being fully replaced by the R4 in In addition,
a THC added the lockup torque converter capability and was introduced in While the TH is no
longer in production, the transmission is still used for many classic car builds. The TH was
popular for a variety of reasons. The simple fact that this transmission had an extra gear
compared to its predecessor is an advantage from the start. This transmission is also known for
being strong and versatile, in addition to being quite compact. The maximum torque that this
transmission could handle varied depending on the application to which it was being applied.
The transmission would be modified so that the transmissions behind the stronger engines
were able to handle the additional torque. The most torque from an engine that this
transmission was applied to was lb-ft. This is an automatic transmission that is longitudinally
mounted, making it applicable for rear-wheel drive cars. This transmission is a 3 speed, and no
overdrive gear was available. The gear ratios used for this transmission were 2. The Turbo
transmission was a single piece transmission with the bell housing integrated into the
transmission body. The transmission casing is made of cast aluminum. The TH was also known
for its quite short length, with an overall length of That also converts into a lighter transmission
that carries a weight of pounds. The TH takes about 4 quarts in the pan, and then requires
additional based on the torque converter being used. When combined with a 9. The Turbo
transmission, commonly known as the TH, was a 3 speed automatic transmission that began
phasing out the GM Powerglide in The TH then lasted 15 years before eventually being replaced
by the R4. The TH offered a substantial improvement to its predecessor, with the additional gear
being an obvious improvement from the beginning. During its time of usage, the TH was used in
virtually all rear wheel drive vehicles from General Motors, including the Corvette, Chevelle, and
Nova. This transmission was very popular due to its strength and versatility, as is still used in
many vintage cars to this day. Turbo Transmission Specs Article may contain affiliate links.
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many vintage cars to this day. TH Rebuild Kits. TH Filter Kits. TH Shift Kits. TH Cooler and
Lines. TH Torque Converters. TH Parts. Is your transmission leaking? Try Transmission Sealer
or Stop Leak Supports up to HP. Performance torque converters are generally grouped by size
diameter and stall speed RPM. As the diameter of a torque converter decreases, the stall speed
goes up. Most factory torque converters are inches in diameter and have a stall speed of RPM.
Problems can arise when modifications are done to the fuel system, camshaft, or other engine
control systems. Smaller diameter converters are needed to provide more slip at idle. This
allows engines with a lot of camshaft to idle better. As the torque converter and horsepower
range is moved higher in the RPM range, small torque converters with their higher stall speeds
provide maximum torque multiplication where it's needed. Also, the same torque converter will
react differently when used behind different engines. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to
Cart. On Backorder. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your vehicle to verify
fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. We estimate this item will ship on or
before March 30th. Add to Buildlist. Click to Login. This Speedway exclusive 3-speed Chevy
Turbo Street Rod crate transmission package comes dyno tested to ensure quality and
performance stall torque converter is included and will accommodate performance camshafts
Heavy duty Raybestos clutches, new bushings, seals, and rebuilt pump ensure long trouble free
operation Valve body is modified including a performance regulator spring to deliver quick,
firm, positive shifts A chrome transmission pan is installed cap off build. Number of Gears:.
Torque Converter Included:. Yoke Style:. Slip On. Transmission Pan Finish:. Advertised Flash
Stall Rating:. Flexplate Included:. Transmission Included:. Transmission Pan Material:. Part :.
Sold in Quantity:. Related Products
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. More Like This. View All Automatic Transmissions. Speedway Motors employee Pat O. Finally,
Project Chevelle gets a real hot rod engine under its hood! And what about that flimsy old
column shift three-speed? We've got that covered too. Pat talks about our LS flexplate options.
Lokar Shifter Install. Tech write-up and a video of a Lokar shifter install on an automatic

transmission. This new steel bellhousing from Speedway Motors is made for everyone who
wants to run three pedals without spending a fortune or relying on a crusty original. Upgrading
a R4 Transmission - Chevelle. Follow along as Jeff installs an early R4 transmission for the big
block in his Chevelle. See how this unit is upgraded and converted to a later 30 spline style.
Choosing a Flexplate for a Small Block Chevy. There are a few things to consider before you
select a replacement flexplate for your small-block Chevy engine. Speedway has some useful
tips to follow that will help speed up the process. You May Also Like.

